Reading: “Homosexuality on Television” (287-307)

In your last writing exercise, you created a scene in which your art object played a role (minimal or major). You presented a dramatic rendering of a moment in time. From this exercise and our discussions today, you can see that images – whether they are static or dynamic – play a large role in our lives. You've already written about a static image. Now it's time to write about a dynamic image and its patterns.

“Reality TV Meets Plastic Surgery: An Ugly Shame” critiques the use of surgery as entertainment. For this exercise, choose a television show that offers insight into our popular culture. Provide a very brief synopsis of the show (or a particular episode). In addition, take a few sentences to define a particular facet of popular culture (be explicit here). The final portion of this exercise requires that you critique the television show. Use the critiques and writing strategy offered in “Reality TV” to guide you.

If you re-watch the television show, you might also want to take note of what objects play prominently in the film's scenes – and why/how they're used.
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